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7 YEAR OLD 15.1 HAND BAY GLEDING $ 9,500

Description

Gentle, gentle, gentle! Double registered 7 year old, 15.3 Hand bay gelding. Quinn is the kindest and most good
natured guy you could ever ask for. He is smooth traveling with a nice slow jog. Lopes out with ease and takes
his leads. Good stop and backs soft and with ease. Quinn is as solid as they come when riding in busy urban
environments as well as out on our steep rocky trails. Nothing upsets or bothers this horse. He is very confident
and settled to ride out anywhere. On the trails he will lead, follow or ride quietly in large groups as well as out on
his own. He navigates our steep terrain very well. Crosses the deep river, small creeks, downed timber etc. The
neighborhood scene is equally just another day at the office to Quinn. He is utterly unimpressed with all that we
ride past in our busy neighborhood-including the charging/barking dogs, farm animals, lawn equipment to every
kind of vehicle, trucks, motorcycles and bicycles as well as those giant blowup holiday decorations. Quinn has
also done a little bit of everything on the ranch, from pasture roping to gathering and moving cattle. This horse
would make the perfect husband horse, guest horse or a timid rider’s horse. There is not a mean bone in his
body and he just wants to please. Quinn is a get along guy turned out with all other horses and is equally content
in a smaller pen or box stall. He loves people and attention, stays gentle with time off and has no vices or bad
habits of any kind. He is 100% sound, safe and sane. Great family horse right here and did I mention he’s gentle!
Sold! Sorry you missed him. We have others so feel free to give us a call and see if we have a match for you!
Happy trails!.

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: SUCH A CLASSIC MOVE  Gender: Gelding

Age: 7 yrs  Color: Bay

Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)  Registered: Yes
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